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MEETING, CONFERENCES AND TEAM-BUILDING IN SAALFELDEN LEOGANG 
A diverse region suitable for every type of event 
 

Boasting a range of quality attractions including via ferratas, Flying Fox XXL, archery, cutting-edge 
seminar rooms and excellent hotels, Saalfelden Leogang is the ideal host for company events. This multi-
faceted region offers the necessary equipment, technology and supporting programme to suit large 
seminars, smaller team-building events and multi-day gatherings alike. 
 

Conquer the via ferrata as a team 
The prospect of having the boss and employees climb their way up a via ferrata together or seeing the team 
zoom over the treetops one by one as they ride the Flying Fox XXL is enough to make anyone feel a little 
nervous. “But”, says Anna Oja from Outdoor Team Geisler, “action-based outdoor programmes serve both as 
a mirror and as a projection surface beyond the confines of the workplace. This strengthens the team from 
the inside out.” The corresponding adrenaline rush thus boosts the bonding process. Given the fact that 
shared emotional experiences of this nature very rarely occur in the course of everyday work, taking on a 
collective challenge that involves being active, overcoming unusual situations and fostering mutual 
encouragement and motivation is an excellent way to improve the working atmosphere. In contrast, archery 
involves somewhat less adrenaline but greater concentration and focus. All these team-building activities 
and more are provided by a wide variety of leisure operators in Saalfelden Leogang. 
 

Congress Saalfelden event centre and partner hotels with beautiful seminar rooms 
When it comes to hosting the more formal aspects of a seminar, the accessible Congress Saalfelden has 
got you covered. The four floors of this building can be divided into as many as 14 different rooms, 
providing space for personal meetings, large conferences and events for up to 1,000 people. The service is 
outstanding, the technology is cutting-edge and, if you should need to take a break, you can enjoy the fresh 
air on the roof terrace as you take in the view of the Pinzgau mountain scenery. This facility is also 
connected to the recently renovated 4-star hotel Die Hindenburg. 
 

Additional seminar rooms are available at the partner hotels. The 4-star superior Gut Brandlhof hotel in 
Saalfelden is an event location unlike any other in Europe, featuring 200 hotel rooms and suites, 23 
conference rooms for up to 700 people, the Wilderer Alm mountain hut as an extra location, a driving 
technique centre with off-road and winter courses, the Flying Fox and Skywalk, a 3D archery hunting course, 
snowmobile courses, tennis courts, a dedicated 18-hole golf course, an Indoor Golf Performance Center and 
much more besides. Primarily tailored to car presentations, the “autohaus” event location has everything 
you need for daily vehicle preparation: a gantry car wash, a car suction cleaning unit and a vehicle 
preparation zone. 
 

The seminar centre at the 4-star superior Krallerhof hotel in Leogang boasts nine conference rooms and a 
foyer, making it suitable for everything from events involving small groups of 10 or more people to large-
scale gatherings featuring 350 attendees. A key part of the Krallerhof’s appeal is its proximity to terrific 
culinary options down in the valley and up on the mountain: the KrallerAlm alongside the hotel provides a 
truly magical mountain hut experience, while the AsitzBräu located next to the Steinberg and Asitzbahn 
gondola lift boasts a real beer hall atmosphere. The popular Alte Schmiede event location is also just a 
stone’s throw away, with its six rooms radiating a unique and rustic charm. 



 

 

 

 

If you are searching for a contemporary hotel in the Alps that is entirely free of clichés, look no further than 
the “mama thresl” in Leogang. The sporty, Alpine nature of this hotel is underscored by the via ferrata on the 
external facade and the indoor climbing wall – and the 150 square metre multi-function room on the 
basement floor features both daylight and a mountain view. The “mama thresl” complex also includes the 
Priesteregg chalet village at an elevation of 1,100 metres, the Huwi’s Alm mountain hut that is a great place 
to spend the evening and the “hendl fischerei”, which is an accessible artwork located at the mountain 
station of the Asitz and Steinbergbahn gondola lift. 
 

The 4-star superior Ritzenhof Hotel & Spa am See is located on the banks of the idyllic Ritzensee lake in 
Saalfelden and stands out on account of its innovative design, which guarantees the ideal setting for 
creative work. As the activities surrounding an event also contribute to its goals, it is necessary to ensure a 
kind of signature treatment that corresponds to the conference itself. The Ritzenhof provides tailored 
services relating to issues such as concentration, inspiration, motivation and vitality. 
 

The Puradies in Leogang meets the very highest standards in terms of design. Featuring 14 chalets and 60 
suites, this Alpine resort is ideal for small groups or companies with up to 200 people. The Embachalm 
event location, which forms part of the Puradies, fulfils all requirements in the field of MICE technology – 
and even includes a fully-equipped cooking school. A compact facility, the Embachalm hosts events for up 
to 35 people in a private atmosphere. 
 

Enjoy relaxed and convivial evenings with authentic Pinzgau cuisine 
Both the partner hotels and the array of quality restaurants and mountain huts in the region also provide 
guests with outstanding Austrian cuisine and offer an authentic experience of Salzburg traditions. After all, 
a conference or team-building event always has to be backed up by a pleasant atmosphere and a sense of 
physical well-being. As guests tuck into a delicious portion of cheese dumplings with roasted onions, a 
satisfying Kaiserschmarrn shredded pancake and Salzburg beer, they will be sure to enjoy a relaxed and 
convivial evening. 
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